
RIM 4300  
 
LAB 3 – VOCAL COMPING AND TUNING 
 
Purpose:   To create a single composite track for your lead vocal, taking selections 
from various takes and then tune the assembled vocal performance.   

 
Starting the Session:  Copy the session “4300 Lab 3” from the website to 
your hard drive.  Save the session as “4300FirstinitialLastnameLab 3”.  Please be certain that 
you are working on the session on your hard drive and NOT the desktop.  This session 
includes all of the instrument reference tracks and individual vocal tracks that you will 
need for this lab. 
 
Hardware Setup:  Session should be 16 bit, 44.1kHz, WAV. 
 
Disk Allocation:  Make sure this is set correctly to your hard drive, not the desktop. 
 
Procedure: 
1. The Session contains a “Lead vocal comp” track with multiple playlists.  Using the available 
lead vocal tracks (“verse takes 1-4” and "chorus takes 1-6"),  assemble a new composite vocal 
track for the verse and chorus as demonstrated in the videos. 
 
2. Once the new comp track is assembled to your liking, make the original vocal 
playlists inactive and hide them from view. 
 
3. Solo your comp vocal track (turn off any effects or processing you may have 
added) and clean up the track with detailed edits and crossfades, making sure to get rid 
of unwanted room noise, clicks, pops, etc. 
 
4. Make a new mono audio track and rename it “TUNED Vox”.  Using Melodyne, tune the lead 
vocal track as discussed in  class (all tuning 
should be performed in graphic mode only).  Endeavor to make this sound as natural 
and "un-processed" as possible.  Simply setting Melodyne on “stun” and running one 
pass through the song is unacceptable. 
 
5. Record your tuned, edited Vocal onto the TUNED Vox track.   
 
6. Hide the original Comp track and make it inactive 
 
7. Once your comp track is complete, mix the vocal at a natural sounding level over 
the backing tracks.  Bounce down a Wav reference file of your stereo mix that 
includes the comped and tuned lead vocal to the session’s Audio Files folder.  Name 
this file “4300FirstinitialLastnameLab3.wav” 
  



To Turn In To The 4300 drop box on the my Idisk: 
 Create a folder called “Your Last Name Lab 3”.  In that folder should be: 
1.  Your session file 
2.  The Wav bounce of your rough mix 
3.  Any NEW audio created during the comp 
 (do not include ALL audio, just newly created audio files, aka the tuned vox & mix) 


